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1. Check contents. Join two pieces of pole together using the jointer. Ensure the pole sections are
firmly pushed together. (See Fig 1)
2. Place the weight over the main pole. (see fig 2a). Ensure that the PTFE sheet lines the inside of
the joint casing and the washer is in the bottom before connecting the curved tube with the
joint to the main pole. (see fig 2b)
3. Slide the sleeve of the flag over the curved tube and down onto the main pole. (see fig3)
4. Attach the weight onto the rope loop at the bottom of the flag. (see fig 4)
5. Fill the waterbases with water, making sure that the screw cap is secure. (see fig 5)
6. Position the bases on top of each other lining up the handles. Thread the blue strapping through
the handles and back through the metal clip making sure the strap is not twisted. (see fig 6)
7. Pull the strapping tight and close the clip ensuring that it sits inside the gap on the handles.
Tuck the excess strap into the handle recess or trim off. (see fig 7)
8. Place the cover over the bases, ensure that the hole in the top is positioned over the hole in the
bases and that the elastic around the bottom of the cover is tucked under the bottom base.
(see fig 8)
9. Insert the spigot into the top hole and through all the bases until it hits the ground, place the
ptfe rings over the spigot. (see fig 9 )
10. Mount the pole onto the bases ensuring the pole covers the full length of the spigot
(Make sure the arm and flag can rotate freely clear of obstacles). (see fig 10)
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Straight sections Ali Pole x 2 (incl 1 joint)
1.5m Curved Arm and joint x 1
Weight x 1
PTFE Rings x 2
Straps x 2
Spigot x 1
Bases (As per order)
Cover (Optional extra)
CONTENTS

Straight Ali Section

Feather Pole Specifications
Pole Size
Length of curved top section
Inside diameter of curved section
Outside diameter of curved section
Length of two sections
Inside diameter of straight sections
Outside diameter of straight sections
Wall thickness
Pole Weight
Max flag size

Waterbase Specifications

Joint

Straight Ali Section

3.5m
0.8m
25.63mm
28.57mm
1.25m
40.39mm
44.45mm
2mm
4kg
80cm x 270cm

Length
Width
Overall Height
Waterbase Weight (empty)
Waterbase Weight (full)
Length of spigot
External Diameter of spigot
Weight

600mm
600mm
130mm
4kg
40kg
1000mm
40mm
1kg

WARNINGS
Ensure the bases are full of water and strapped securely together
before erecting pole.
Do not fly flag when wind speed exceeds Force 7 (32mph)
It remains the responsibility of the user to establish the suitability
of the product /s for the use/s to which they are put

